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’ INTRODUCTION

Self-assembly, as pioneered by J. M. Lehn and others, has fast
become a staple tool used in the control of complex supramo-
lecular systems.1�3 When governed by molecular recognition,
self-assembly can produce systems with specific architectural and
functional features determined by interactions of molecular
components of the resulting aggregates.4�6 The ensuant supra-
molecular systems are used as novel materials for devices or as
model systems in which to study properties such as energy
transport or the effect of disorder in a system. Typical interac-
tions encountered in the supramolecular systems, such as
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and π�π interac-
tions, are weak and highly temperature-dependent. Other im-
portant factors are steric constraints and cooperative binding,
wherein the interaction of one molecule with a macromolecular
system increases the affinity for binding other molecules to this
system.7 Self-assembly is a particularly attractive technique

because of the ease of sample preparation from solution to a
drop-casted film and the scope for up-scaling the technique to
produce a large number of molecular nanostructures with well-
defined morphologies.8

An additional aid in the design of self-assembled systems is the
inclusion of a scaffold to fix the positions of the functional units,
thereby aiding stability and reducing disorder, in these so-called
“templated systems”.9 DNA is one example of a template found
in nature as the formation of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is
itself a cooperative self-assembly process.10,11 Since the advent of
DNA origami, where long DNA scaffold strands are folded into
designer shapes with the help of short staple strands,8,12 DNA has
been used as a scaffold to form complex shapes13 upon which
nanoparticles and other materials may be bound with high
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ABSTRACT: We have investigated energy transfer in a novel
self-assembled DNA hybrid structure composed of diamino-
purine-equipped naphthalene derivatives that are hydrogen-
bonded along a single-stranded oligothymine template. By
performing time-resolved measurements of the naphthalene
donor luminescence decay in the absence and presence of a
cyanine Cy3.5 acceptor bonded covalently to the 50 end of the
oligothymine, we have examined the role of temperature and
DNA template length on energy transfer from donors to the
acceptor. We find that energy transfer rates decline with increasing temperature over a fairly narrow ((5 �C) range over which
changes in circular dichroism and donor luminescence lifetime indicate that the chiral assemblies are dissociating. In addition, the
transfer rates exhibit a complex dependence on template length, increasing from initially low values for 10 bases toward an optimum
for 30 bases and then declining again toward 60 bases. We find that for short (∼10 bases) templates, incomplete filling and disorder
reduces the overall transfer efficiency, while longer assemblies are more ordered but suffer from larger donor�acceptor separations,
resulting in the observed peak at intermediate template length. In order to replicate the observed transfer dynamics, we have
constructed a model assuming F€orster energy transfer occurs between donors and acceptors whose geometric arrangement had
been determined through molecular dynamics simulations of the whole assembly structure. For short DNA templates, the model is
found to overestimate the transfer rates because it does not include effects of incomplete complex assembly and stacking faults. In
contrast, the model underestimates the transfer rates for long, ordered assemblies indicating that additional mechanisms, such as
diffusion of excitations along the donor stacks, need to be included. These results suggest that efficient energy transfer, in excess of
that expected from simple F€orster calculations, is feasible even for long DNA-templated assemblies of π-stacked conjugated
chromophores. Such structures may therefore act as molecular wires transporting energy from one end to another.
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reproducibility.14,15 DNA can act as a scaffold for assembly of
pendant chromophores,16 chromophores bound in the minor
groove,7 or chromophores incorporated between the bases in
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) before hybridization with the
complementary ssDNA.17,18 More generally, hydrogen bonding
between specific nucleic bases has been utilized to form “DNA-like”
self-assembled stacked structures.19,20 These examples indicate that
the properties of specific binding sites and of high monodispersity
make DNA an attractive template upon which to bind chromo-
phores. Chromophores that harness the specific bonding mechan-
isms to DNA can then be designed, such as multivalent guests that
bond toDNAwith high efficiencies.21This results in the synthesis of
samples with specific packing orders that enhance the electronic and
optical properties of a material.22

DNA-templated systems have been used in a multitude of
ways, for example, as force sensors,23 molecular beacons,24 and
molecular wires.25,26 All of these applications rely on resonance
energy transfer (RET) between luminescent dye molecules, and
much effort has thus been devoted to understanding and
improving such processes. For force sensors and molecular
beacons, RET is detected in order to determine a change in
distance between two dye molecules, a process that can be
improved, for example, by using a dye�quencher pair that can
form a ground-state complex24,27 or by using a fluorescent base
analogue such as 2-aminopurine28,29 as one of the dye molecules.
Molecular wires, on the other hand, are designed to allow energy
to travel effectively between their ends—a process referred to as
energy transport. Molecular wires are most commonly con-
structed from dsDNA to which dyes are either covalently
bound,25 intercalated between the nucleic bases,26 or bound in
the major or minor groove. However, efficiencies of energy
transfer between the incorporated dyes are still limited by
structural defects and varying conformations of the wire.25 In
addition, exact determination of the dye positions in the wires
into which they are intercalated or groove-bound is still difficult,
as the interchromophore distance is a function of the intercalator
density.26 Furthermore, intercalation by large dye molecules
leads to local DNA-unwinding sites that can affect the structural
integrity of the DNA.26

Since RET between self-assembled chromophores in a DNA
scaffolded system is crucial to their use, an in-depth under-
standing of such transfer processes is of high importance. Most
attempts at modeling the RET in such systems are based on the
model originally developed by F€orster30 to describe the interac-
tions between point dipoles associated with a randomly posi-
tioned small molecule forming part of a three-dimensional
ensemble. However, the original F€orster model clearly requires
some modification in order to describe adequately DNA-scaf-
folded systems in which chromophores are in close proximity and
in an ordered (quasi-1D) arrangement. One tentative way of
including the effects of ordered geometry into F€orster’s original
model is by adjusting the nominal dimensionality of the model
used to describe the system.31�34 In general, one can expect to
observe an increased presence of short-lived and least-quenched
donors for systems of lower dimensionality because of the
increasingly effective excitation-energy trapping by nearest-
neighbor chromophores.34 However, an accurate description of
the energy transfer requires the inclusion of a whole host of
factors into the model, including the exact geometry of the
assemblies, the shape of the chromphores, and the possibility of
delocalization35,36 and diffusion of excitations along the
assembly.37

In this paper, we report a study of energy transfer in DNA-
templated chromophore assemblies that overcome some of the
difficulties of dye-intercalated DNA systems by employing direct
hydrogen bonding of diaminopurine-equipped naphthalene de-
rivatives to the bases of single DNA strands. This type of system
has the advantage of allowing reversible positioning of the
naphthalene chromophores along the DNA template into well-
defined chiral assemblies in solution.38 By choosing DNA
templates with a single Cy3.5 acceptor dye covalently attached
to one end, we investigated the energy transfer from randomly
placed excitations on the DNA-bonded naphthalene assemblies to
the assembly end. Using time-correlated single-photon counting
(TCSPC), we were able to confirm the presence of energy transfer
from naphthalene donors to Cy3.5 acceptors and investigate its
dependence on temperature and DNA template length. We de-
monstrate that efficient energy transfer commences when the
solution temperature is lowered and the naphthalene chromophores
arrange into chiral aggregates. The rate of energy transfer extracted
from the decay of the naphthalene-assembly luminescence in the
presence and absence of the acceptor dye is shown to depend on the
length of the DNA strands used as a template. When the number of
base pairs in the DNA template is increased from 10, the transfer
rate initially increases to peak at 30 base pairs and then decreases
again toward 60 base pairs. These findings are commensurate with
the cooperative assembly mechanism for templated assemblies: for
short DNA templates, inefficient filling of the bases with naphtha-
lene derivatives inhibits energy transfer. For longerDNA strands, on
the other hand, the increase in transfer distances leads to a decrease
in transfer rates, thus yielding an overall optimum in RET efficiency
for 30 bases. In order tomodel the observed energy transfer rates, we
have calculated the ensemble-averaged F€orster energy transfer rates
between the naphthalene donors and Cy3.5 acceptors based on
assembly geometries extracted from molecular dynamics simula-
tions of the DNA-templated structures. The model reproduces the
experimentally observed trend of decreasing energy transfer rate for
longer DNA templates. However, it underestimates the transfer
rates for long assembly length, suggesting that additional transfer
mechanisms, such as exciton diffusion along the assemblies, also
need to be considered.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

The system under investigation self-assembles under the
auspices of a collective of different chemical bonds as schema-
tically shown in Figure 1. Blue bars represent the nonchiral
diaminopurine�naphthalene derivative (NP) chromophores,
whose synthesis has been detailed in ref 38 and in Supporting
Information. The black strand represents the ssDNA template,
denoted by Tn, which consists of n thymine bases. The most
important interaction that drives template�NP binding is the
triple hydrogen bonding of NP, via its diaminopurine end, to the
pyrimidine unit of each thymine base. The hydrogen-bonding
groups of these molecules are indicated by red bars in Figure 1.
The synthetic design criteria and characterization for this and for
a similar supramolecular system have been described in detail in
refs 38 and 39 and refs 40and 41, respectively. A complex range of
intermolecular interactions influence the assembly process,
which can be affected by even small changes in the molecular
structure of the individual components.41 Ethylene oxide side
groups were selected for NP in order to allow solubility in water,
while termination of the molecule with a hydroxy group was
chosen to inhibit both NP aggregation and also further
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aggregation of the whole DNA hybrid complex.40�42 In addition,
the NP donor was designed specifically to incorporate a diami-
nopurine hydrogen-bonding unit, because the diaminopurine’s
large π-conjugation area strengthens the donor�donor interac-
tions that should promote stabilization of the assembly, espe-
cially for long template lengths.38

Previous characterization of these assembled systems has
revealed that the hydrogen bonding of NP to the template is
weaker than bonds between complementary bases in dsDNA and
highly specific.38 NPs did not bind to strands of adenine or
cytosine bases, and dsDNA was formed in preference to reten-
tion of the NP�oligothymine aggregates when a strand of
complementary adenine bases was added to solutions containing
the templated assembly.38,42 Molecular modeling and morpho-
logical studies show that the stacking geometry and resulting
chiral order strongly depends on the nature of the chromophore.
For naphthalene-based systems, the relatively weak interactions
between such molecules yield assembled supramolecules
resembling the dsDNA B-helix structure.43 A simple one-
dimensional Ising model has been used to demonstrate that the
interplay between the energies involved in donor�oligothymine
(guest�host) and donor�donor (guest�guest) binding has a
strong influence on the formation of the aggregates.41 Spectro-
scopic evidence for the formation of templated assemblies has
also been presented: upon mixing the donor with the template,
the absorption band was found to be blue-shifted and mitigated
in intensity, while the circular dichroism spectrum exhibited a
positive Cotton effect in the naphthalene absorption region.38

These results are indicative of the formation of chiral
aggregates,18 with the oligothymine template inducing a right-
handed helical structure as NP binds to it. The length and
thickness of 20-base templated assemblies, containing diamino-
triazine hydrogen-bonding naphthalenes, have been determined

to be approximately 7 nm and 3.5�4 nm, respectively, based
on a combination of cryo-transmission electron microscopy
(cryo-TEM), angle-dependent dynamic light scattering (DLS),
atomic force microscopy (AFM), and molecular dynamical
modeling.41,43

To permit investigations of energy transfer in the DNA-
templated assemblies, an acceptor Cy3.5 cyanine dye (yellow
bar in Figure 1) was covalently bonded to the phosphate group at
the 50 end of the ssDNA. Cyanine dyes are characterized by two
heterocyclic components connected by a polymethine bridge.
They offer large extinction coefficients, moderate fluorescence
quantum yields, and widespread applicability as photosensitizers,
stains, and fluorescent probes.7 The absorption and photolumi-
nescence spectra shown in Figure 1 display a cyanine dye
absorption peak at 589 nm and an emission peak at 612 nm.
For NP, absorption is found to peak at 344 nm and emission
broadly around 480 nm. The spectral overlap between the NP
donor chromophore emission and the Cy3.5 acceptor absorption
should thus permit efficient energy transfer from the former to
the latter chromophore.

In order to assess the dependence of energy transfer on the
assembly length, we used samples containing oligothymines with
different numbers of bases n (n = 10, 20, 30, 40, or 60). To allow
accurate relative measurement, we prepared a complex (NP-Tn-
Cy3.5), an acceptor (Tn-Cy3.5), and a donor (NP-Tn) sample
for each oligothymine length. Here, the acceptor sample com-
prised a Cy3.5 acceptor dye covalently bonded to the 50 end of
the n-base oligothymine; the donor sample, an n-base oligothy-
mine template decorated with NP donors; and the complex
sample, a Cy3.5 dye bonded to the donor-decorated n-base
oligothymine template. Samples were prepared in ultra-
pure water with an NP concentration of 1.6 mM and an
oligothymine template concentration that corresponded to a
thymine base concentration of 0.4 mM. Therefore, each base site
was available to an average of four NP in order to promote filling
of the template binding sites at low temperatures.38 In the
absence of the template, NP is dissolved molecularly at this solu-
tion concentration; that is aggregation effects should not be
expected.38

We conducted time-correlated single-photon counting
(TCSPC) measurements on the DNA-hybrid samples using
Becker & Hickl SPC-130 TCSPC electronics. During the
measurements, the sample solutions were held in microcuvettes
mounted on a temperature-controlled stage that allowed tem-
perature adjustments between 15 and 90 �C with an accuracy of
1 �C. The samples were excited at 375 nm with an excitation
power of 30 μW by use of the frequency-doubled pulsed output
from a Ti:sapphire Tsunami laser with 82 MHz repetition rate.
The photoluminescence (PL) emerging from the sample was
collected by two off-axis parabolic mirrors along a trajectory
orthogonal to the excitation. The PL was then dispersed in a
monochromator and directed onto a Peltier cooled photomul-
tiplier tube, yielding an overall time resolution of 180 ps. We
chose the excitationwavelength to excite predominantly theNPs,
and we set the excitation power and collection time (25 s per
TCSPC scan) so that sample degradation was reduced to an
acceptable minimum. In addition, the low excitation powers and
high pulse repetition rate mean that measurements were taken in
a linear regime, with significantly fewer than one excitation
placed per assembly at any given time. Time-integrated photo-
luminescence (TIPL)measurements were carried out by imaging
the monochromator-dispersed PL on a nitrogen-cooled charge-

Figure 1. (Left, top) Schematic representing the self-assembly of
diaminopurine�naphthalene derivatives (NP) along a single-stranded
oligothymine template. Samples were prepared in ultrapure water with
an NP concentration of 1.6 mM and an oligothymine template
concentration that corresponded to a thymine base concentration of
0.4 mM. The final structure obtained has a right-handed helical nature at
low (e20 �C) temperatures. (Left, bottom) UV�vis absorption and
photoluminescence spectra for the NP donor (red dashed and solid
lines, respectively) and the Cy3.5 acceptor when attached to a 20-base
oligothymine (black dashed and solid lines, respectively). (Right)
Chemical structures of NP and cyanine dye Cy3.5 bonded to the 50
end of the oligothymine.
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coupled device. The TIPL spectra were corrected for the spectral
response of the apparatus by use of a calibrated filament lamp.
When not in use for short durations, the samples were stored in a
darkened environment in air at room temperature; they were
stored in a freezer at other times.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our previously published measurements38 of circular dichro-
ism (CD) for NP-Tn assemblies have demonstrated that the
intensity of the Cotton bisignate signal decreases with increasing
solution temperature. Since the CD signal is caused by the
interaction between NP chromophores arranged in a chiral
assembly, these data suggest that ordered attachment to the
template will commence for the samples investigated here when
the temperature is lowered below ∼25�30 �C. In addition, the
amount of ordered assembly was strongly dependent on tem-
plate length: monitoring the CD signal at theNP absorption peak
(354 nm) at a constant low temperature revealed that the signal
was strongest for long templates and near zero for the shorter
templates (n ∼ 10 bases).38

We performed initial measurements of TIPL spectra (not
shown) for donor, acceptor, and complex samples and observed
relative donor peak quenching and acceptor peak enhancing for
the complexes at low temperatures, in qualitative agreement with
energy transfer between Cy3.5 and NP when integrated in the
complex. All TIPL peak heights recovered fully when the samples
were cycled thermally between 15 and 70 �C, confirming that
supramolecular assembly is a reversible process for this system. A
slight red shift with decreasing temperature was identified for the

donor peak, in accordance with aggregation44 of the NPs,
induced by the oligothymine template at low temperatures. In
addition, the measurements showed that both the donor and
acceptor peak intensities decreased with increasing temperature,
which complicates a quantitative assessment of energy transfer
based on such data alone. We therefore instead base our
following analysis on measurements of the time-resolved emis-
sion recorded for the donor, acceptor, and complex samples.
Donor and Acceptor Decay Dynamics. For an accurate

assessment of energy transfer in the DNA-templated complexes,
we first measured and analyzed the PL decay dynamics of the donor
and the acceptor in the absence of other species. To investigate the
effect of temperature on the lifetimes of the donor (NP-Tn) and
acceptor (Tn-Cy3.5) samples, we performed TCSPC measure-
ments for n = 40 for a range of different temperatures. Figure 2
shows the normalized PL decays of (a) the acceptor sample,
detected at 620 nm, and (b) the donor sample, detected at
507 nm. While the acceptor PL decay is monoexponential, the
donor PL is slightly nonexponential, concomitant with the presence
of both aggregated NP on the template and excess molecularly
dissolved NP. Both species show faster PL decay with increasing
temperature. To quantify the changes in lifetimes, these data were
fitted with single exponentials, and the resulting lifetimes are
displayed in Figure 3 as a function of temperature for both the
acceptor (τA) and the donor (τD).
Figure 3a indicates that the lifetime of Cy3.5 bound to the

DNA template decreases almost linearly from its value of 2.1 ns at
15 �C to 0.7 ns at 70 �C, suggesting increasingly efficient
nonradiative excitation pathways at higher temperatures. It is
not thermodynamically favorable for the dye to be quenched via
photoinduced electron transfer by the thymine bases of the

Figure 2. (a) Time-resolved photoluminescence of Cy3.5 attached to
40-base oligothymine (acceptor) for different temperatures, detected at
the peak (620 nm) of the emission spectrum. (b) PL decay of a 40-base
oligothymine�NP assembly lacking the Cy3.5 dye (donor) for different
temperatures, detected near the peak (507 nm) of the emission
spectrum.

Figure 3. PL decay lifetimes for (a) acceptor (T40�Cy3.5) and (b)
donor (NP�T40) as a function of temperature, extracted from the PL
decay curves shown in Figure 2 by fitting a monoexponential function to
the data within the range 0.4 ns (TCSPC peak) to 6 ns (T40�Cy3.5) or
1.5�5 ns (NP�T40). Solid lines are guides to the eye.
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template,45,46 as shown in a study of the relative excited-state
reduction potential of a Cy3 dye and oxidation potentials of
various nucleobases.47 Collisions with solvent molecules and
intramolecular vibrations may make a contribution to such
effects. However, the observed trend is most likely caused by
changes in photoisomerization which has been shown to provide
an efficient nonradiative deactivation pathway for cyanine dyes,
especially those with short polymethine chains.46 In this process,
the polymethine linkers adopt an all-trans configuration in
solution until, upon absorption of light, the dyes isomerize from
the first excited singlet state to a ground-state photoisomer that
adopts a mono cis conformation.46 The isomerization occurs via
a partially twisted intermediate excited state. The cis photo-
isomer undergoes a thermal back-isomerization to yield the
ground-state trans isomer.48 Attaching a cyanine dye to a bulky
substituent, such as a long oligothymine molecule, increases the
activation energy of isomerization, thus increasing the lifetime of
the dye.46 Comparable effects have been noted for the similar dye
Cy3, which in solution has a lifetime of∼0.2 ns that increases to
∼2 ns when it is attached to ssDNA.46,49 Isomerization is an
activated process that depends strongly on the temperature of the
medium such that a decrease in lifetime with temperature, as
shown in Figure 3a, is to be expected.
Figure 3b shows the temperature dependence of theNP donor

lifetime τD, which exhibits a sharp decrease between 15 and
30 �C superimposed on a more subtle linear decrease toward
higher temperature. The lifetime of aggregated NP is longer than
that for unbound NP; therefore the initial sharp decrease of τD
indicates the detachment of NP from the oligothymine once the
complex dissolves around the transition temperature. These
trends in donor lifetimes are matched by those found in circular

dichroism (CD) measurements (vide infra): as the temperature
is raised above ∼25�30 �C, the CD signal disappears in
accordance with the dissolution of helical aggregates of NP, as
previously observed in similar complexes.41 The small, linear
decrease of donor lifetime with temperature is likely to be again
caused by an increasingly efficient nonradiative pathway, possibly
involving the solvent and relaxation of vibrational states.
We determined the dependence of the acceptor and donor

lifetimes (at 15 �C) onoligothymine template length using the same
procedure as described above. The results are displayed in Figure 4,
which indicates that the acceptor has a length-independent lifetime
with an average of 2.33 ns. This is in excellent agreement with the
value of 2.31 ns reported for a Cy3.5 dye attached to ssDNA
consisting of approximately 30 bases.24 The donor lifetime, on the
other hand, increases from∼1.8 ns for short (n= 10) oligothymines
to∼2.6 ns for long (ng 40) oligothymines. As already mentioned,
the donor lifetime depends on the degree of templated assembly of
NP and, hence, the ordering and distribution of the NPs on the
template. On short templates, similar naphthalene derivatives have
been shown to be arranged in a disordered assembly with varying
distances between conjugated units along the template.43 CD spectra
corroborate this theory as smaller templates exhibit low peak
intensities (vide infra), showing that the donors barely bind to the
10-base oligothymine, thus decreasing the donor PL lifetime. The
cooperative nature of the assembly means that a minimum template
size is clearly needed to stabilize the hybrid complex.38 There is
theoretical evidence that, at low temperatures, short templates in
solution are either filled with similar naphthalene derivatives or
empty.Mixed forms are not favoredbecause of a lackof combinatorial
entropy as fewer mutually distinguishable distributions of bound
guest molecules are possible.41 In contrast, temperature-dependent
UV absorption experiments for similar DNA-templated complexes

Figure 4. (a) Acceptor (Tn�Cy3.5) and (b) donor (NP�Tn) lifetimes
for different oligothymine lengths n, extracted through monoexponen-
tial fitting to the PL decays measured at 15 �C at the emission peak
wavelengths. Solid lines are guides to the eye.

Figure 5. Photoluminescence decay of acceptor (T60�Cy3.5) and
complex (NP�T60�Cy3.5) samples, measured at 620 nm for (a) low
(15 �C) and (b) high (50 �C) temperature. At 50 �C, the complex has
dissociated with the donors molecularly dissolved in solution.
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show that stronger guest�guest interactions exist for longer tem-
plates, which increases the stability of the stack and the ordering of the
donors along the template.41 It is important to note that the
diaminopurine�naphthalene derivative donors used in this study
have a stronger guest�guest interaction energy and a weaker
host�guest interaction energy than the similar diaminotriazi-
ne�naphthalene derivatives referred to above.38 Hence, it can be
assumed that the donor arrangement on short templates is disordered
and that the donors may have limited binding to short templates.
Energy Transfer Dynamics in Donor�Acceptor Com-

plexes. In order to assess the rate at which energy transfer
occurred between naphthalene and Cy3.5 chromophores, we
proceeded to measure (A) the Cy3.5 PL decay on the template
with and without NP attached (i.e., for acceptor vs complex
samples), and (B) the NP luminescence decay on the template
with and without Cy3.5 attached (i.e., for donor vs complex
samples) for all template lengths. Figure 5 shows an example of
such data for the 60-base oligothymine for case A at two different
temperatures, 15 and 50 �C, at which the complexes are
respectively either assembled or fully molecularly dissolved. At
low temperature, the Cy3.5 luminescence is longer-lived when
NP is present, suggesting energy transfer from NP to Cy3.5
occurs. However, this discrepancy is not fully removed when the
complexes are dissociated at 50 �C. It is unlikely that significant
energy transfer occurs from dissociated NP to the Cy3.5 dyes at
the low solution concentrations employed. Instead, the higher
viscosity of the complex solution caused by the presence of NP
may induce interactions that affect the photoisomerization of the
dye50 and hence modify the Cy3.5 lifetime.
Figure 6 shows the peak-normalized PL decay for NP donors

in the presence of the 60-base oligothymine template with and

without the covalently bonded acceptor dye (case B) at 15 and
50 �C. These data demonstrate that the lifetime of the donors is
shorter in the presence than in the absence of Cy3.5 acceptors. This
difference disappears when the solution temperature is raised
beyond the point at which the complexes dissociate. Both the
lengthening of the acceptor lifetime in the presence of donors and
the shortening of the donor lifetime in the presence of acceptors,
over the same time scale, provide strong evidence for the occurrence
of energy transfer between the donor and the acceptor when
complexes form at low temperatures. In order to obtain more
quantitative information on the transfer rates involved, we pro-
ceeded to analyze the changes in NP luminescence in the presence
and absence of Cy3.5 (case B) to avoid complications caused by
direct acceptor excitation and solution viscosity changes affecting
the acceptor lifetime, as mentioned above.
Energy transfer in π-conjugated donor�acceptor systems

generally relies on electric-dipole coupling between the emitting
transition moment of the donor and the absorptive transition
moment of the acceptor. Based on the weak coupling limit of
radiationless transitions, F€orster30 derived the rate constant for
the transfer process involving a single donor�acceptor pair to be

KD� f A� ¼ 1
τD

R0

R

� �6

ð1Þ

where τD is the mean lifetime of the excited donor, R0 is the
critical transfer distance for which excitation transfer and spon-
taneous deactivation are of equal probability, and R is the
distance between donor and acceptor species.30,51 Equation 1
implies that the transfer rate is independent of exciting wave-
length and is thus valid only if the donor molecule is in the lowest
vibrational level of its excited state.52 For an ensemble of
randomly distributed chromophores, a range of acceptor�donor
distances will be present in the material, requiring an ensemble
average to be determined that will depend on the geometry of the
system.32 Furthermore, the size of the molecules is restricted to
being smaller than intermolecular separations when such point-
dipole models are used to calculate the electronic coupling that
promotes energy transfer from one molecule to another.32,52

The additional decay path induced by F€orster RET for donor
excitons must be considered when the de-excitation of the donor
through all mechanisms is described.31,34,53 In the absence of
acceptors, the time-dependent PL decay of the donor bound to
the template can be described by

IDðtÞ ¼ ÎD exp
�t

τDðtÞ
� �

ð2Þ

where ÎD is the intensity at time t = 0 and τD is the donor
ensemble lifetime, which may be time-dependent. In the pre-
sence of acceptors, the time-dependent PL decay of the donor is
given by

ICðtÞ ¼ ÎC exp �t
1

τDðtÞ
� �

þ kETðtÞ
� �

ð3Þ

where ÎC is the complexes’ PL intensity at t = 0 and kET(t) is the
energy transfer rate to the acceptors. However, as mentioned
above, an excess of three donors per DNA binding site was added
in order to ensure that the sites are more likely to be filled
effectively.38 In order to obtain ID and IC from themeasured data,
we therefore first carefully removed the PL background arising
from the presence of the unbound donors, which was facilitated

Figure 6. Photoluminescence decay of donor (NP�T60) and complex
(NP�T60�Cy3.5) samples, measured at 507 nm for (a) low (15 �C)
and (b) high (50 �C) temperature. At high temperatures, the donor and
complex samples have dissociated (labeled diss donor and diss complex,
respectively); see the text for details.
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by taking into account that at temperatures over 50 �C all NP
molecules are not hydrogen-bonded to the template. We thus
subtracted from the low-temperature (15 �C) PL curves the
fraction of the high-temperature (50 �C) curves corresponding
to the donor excess and thereby obtained the PL decay con-
tribution attributable only to the donors bound into complexes
(for a more detailed description, see Supporting Information).
We then proceeded by dividing the obtained donor PL decay of
the complexes by the donor PL decays in the absence of
acceptors:

IETðtÞ � IC
ID

¼ ÎET exp½�tkETðtÞ� ð4Þ

These final obtained decay curves IET reflect solely the decay of
excitation placed on NP molecules forming part of a complex
with the only cause for donor de-excitation being energy transfer
to acceptors.53

Figure 7 shows the extracted energy transfer dynamics IET for
complexes formed at 15 �C for a number of different template
lengths. We find that the transfer dynamics accelerate from
complexes with template length of n = 10 base pairs toward
those with n = 30 bases, for which they are fastest, and then
reduce again toward complexes with n = 60 bases. In addition, we
find that the shape of the curves can be described in all cases by a
stretched exponential:

IETðtÞ ¼ ÎET exp � t
τ0

� �d
" #

ð5Þ

Comparison with eq 4 yields an energy transfer rate kET = t
d�1τ0

�d,
where τ0 and d are time constants affecting the time-dependent rate
of energy transfer kET. Such time-dependent energy transfer rates
are very commonly observed for complex systems32,53,54 and may
arise from a multitude of causes, such as exciton diffusion or
inhomogeneous chromophore arrangement in the system. When
acceptors are randomly distributed throughout an arrangement of
donors, the energy transfer dynamics have been shown to adopt
the stretched-exponential behavior32 described by eq 5 because of
the range of donor�acceptor distances present. In this case, the
exponent d directly relates to the dimensionality Δ of the
system,55,56 with Δ = 6d. For such systems, decreasing dimension-
ality for fixed acceptor concentrations leads to an increasing

emphasis of fast initial PL decay as well as very slow PL decay
components, a behavior attributed to the increasing dominance of
nearest neighbors in the trapping of excitation energy.34,54 We have
fitted eq 5 to the energy transfer curves as in Figure 7, and we find
that, for all temperatures and template lengths for which stable
assemblies form, d = 0.6 ( 0.1. This value suggests a “dimension-
ality” of Δ = 3.6 ( 0.6. However, for the DNA-templated system
under investigation here, the constant d cannot be directly linked
with system dimensionality, as the acceptor chromophores are not
randomly distributed but attached solely to the end of a strand of
donors. As detailed in the next section, we therefore developed a
model that incorporates a realistic structure of the complexes. The
value of energy transfer rate constant τ0

�1 was also extracted for the
value of d = 0.6 and is displayed in Figure 8a as a function of DNA
template length.
τ0

�1 is found to be strongly template-dependent: it is initially
low for short oligothymines and rises with an increase in the
length of the oligothymine template, then peaks for the 30-
thymine strand with τ0

�1 ∼ 0.05 ns�1, and subsequently decays
toward longer (g60) template lengths. This complex behavior
arises from the contributions of two counteracting effects. For
short templates, incomplete attachment of NP to the template
suppresses the energy transfer,38 while for long templates, an
increase in donor�acceptor distances also leads to a reduction.
Therefore, an overall maximum in transfer efficiency can be
expected for a particular template length. Figure 8b shows the
CD amplitudemeasured for complex samples of different lengths

Figure 7. Energy transfer dynamics reflecting the NP emission decay
arising solely from energy transfer to Cy3.5. The curves are derived from
the donor PL transient, of which some are shown in Figure 6, by
removing the contribution arising from excess unattached NP and from
intrinsic donor excitation decay, as described in the text. Solid lines are
fits to the data by use of the stretched-exponential function given by eq 5.

Figure 8. (a) Energy transfer rate constant τ0
�1 extracted from

stretched-exponential fits to the energy transfer dynamics shown in
Figure 7, plotted as a function of the number n of oligothymine bases
forming the template. (b) (b, green) Circular dichroism signal at
354 nm as a function of oligothymine length n at 15 �C. (2, maroon)
Values for the energy transfer rate constant extracted from amodel based
on F€orster energy transfer in complexes whose structure had been
determined throughmolecular dynamics simulations, as described in the
text. The rate constant was obtained by fitting stretched exponentials to
the simulated energy transfer dynamics and is plotted as a function of
oligothymine length. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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(NP�Tn�Cy3.5), at 15 �C and a detection wavelength of
358 nm, near the peak of the donor absorption. A sharp onset in
the CD amplitude arising from the Cotton effect can be clearly seen
at n ∼ 20�30, matching the similar rise in energy transfer rate
constant over that range. As discussed in the following section, we
have also extracted values for τ0

�1 from a model based on the
geometric arrangement of the chromophores in the complexes
under study. Figure 8b also shows these theoretical values for τ0

�1,
which decline sharply for template lengths n g 10�20. The
resulting interplay between completeness of assembly and do-
nor�acceptor separation thus leads to the observed peak in energy
transfer rates around n ∼ 30 in these systems.
In addition, we investigated the influence of solution tempera-

ture on the energy transfer by extracting the transfer dynamics,
correcting as described above for excess donor and intrinsic donor
PL, for the 40-base oligothymine sample. The resulting decay curves
were again fitted with eq 5 for d = 0.6, and the resulting τ0

�1 values
are displayed in Figure 9 as a function of temperature. The energy
transfer rate parameter shows a strong correlation with the CD
amplitude measured for the same complexes. As the system
becomes more disordered at high temperatures and finally dissoci-
ates, the transfer rate constant τ0

�1 tends to zero.
Simulation of Energy Transfer in the Complexes.We have

carried out simulations of F€orster energy transfer from individual
NP donors to Cy3.5 acceptors using geometry-optimized struc-
tures of the DNA-templated assemblies extracted frommolecular
modeling. These calculations were carried out on systems made
of 10�40 oligomer donors, each being hydrogen-bonded to a
thymine base of a single-stranded DNA. The single-stranded
DNA was end-capped with the cyanine-based molecule Cy3.5
covalently bonded to the final phosphate group. The starting
structures of both guest and dye were built in extended con-
formation. The ssDNA structure was constructed in the canoni-
cal B-helix structure with sodium (Naþ) counterions along the
phosphate backbone and the stack of guests was built in
Watson�Crick base pairing, following the simulations described
in ref 43 Molecular dynamics simulations were carried out with
the CHARMM force field in the canonical ensemble at 288 K
(Berendsen thermostat) in implicit solventmodel on a 10 ns time
scale with a 1 fs time step. Figure 10 shows a geometry-optimized
starting conformation for the 10-base complex, which has been
used to construct longer assemblies and model the transfer rates
(see Supporting Information).

In order to describe the dynamics of donor de-excitation
resulting from energy transfer only, we need to calculate the total
emission intensity Itotal by summing over the individual con-
tributions Ii(t) from each NP donor on the template:

ItotalðtÞ ¼ 1
N ∑

N

i¼ 1
IiðtÞ ð6Þ

For each individual donor i, the energy transfer rate is given by
eq 1 with the individual donor�acceptor distances ri being
defined as the distance from the center of the Cy3.5 acceptor
electronic transition dipole to the center of the naphthalene
chromophore transition dipole contained in each donor:

ItotalðtÞ ¼ I0
N ∑

N

i¼ 1
exp � t

τDrad

R0, i
ri

� �6
" #

ð7Þ

Here, τD
rad is the intrinsic or radiative lifetime of donors in the

absence of acceptors, and R0,i is the distance at which energy
transfer between the ith donor and the acceptor is as likely to
occur as radiative recombination of the donor exciton.30 The
radiative F€orster radius R0,i for each donor iwas calculated from

30

R0, i ¼ 9000 ln 10
128π5

ki2

n4N

Z ¥

0

1
ν4

fDðνÞεAðνÞ dν
" #1=6

¼ F0ki
1=3

ð8Þ
Here, ki

2 is the dipole orientation constant for the ith donor with
respect to the acceptor, n is the refractive index of the material at
the peak of the integrand, N is Avogadro’s constant, fD(νh) is
the fluorescence spectrum of the bound NP donor with integrated
intensity normalized to unity on a wavenumber scale, and εA(νh)
is the molar decadic extinction coefficient of the acceptor

Figure 9. (9, blue) Experimentally determined energy transfer rate
constant (τ0

�1) extracted from fits of a stretched exponential (eq 5) to
the energy transfer dynamics for a 40-base oligothymine (see Figure 7),
as a function of temperature. The green solid line is the circular
dichroism signal measured at 354 nm as a function of temperature. Figure 10. (Left) Schematic depiction of the approach used in the

model describing F€orster resonance energy transfer in the DNA-
templated complexes. The gray strip is the oligothymine template, each
blue rectangle represents an NP donor, and the yellow circle is the
acceptor Cy3.5 dye. Random excitation of an NP chromophore is
followed by possible energy transfer to the Cy3.5 dye positioned at
the DNA end. (Right) Example of a geometry-optimized structure for
the 10-base DNA assemblies extracted from molecular simulations, as
described in the text. Counterions are not shown for the sake of clarity.
The geometries obtained for the systems were used to extract the
distances ri between the ith NP chromophore and the Cy3.5 dye center,
which were used for calculation of the individual transfer rates.
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(1.5 � 103 L 3mol
�1

3 cm
�1 at the peak of the spectrum).30,51 The

integral depending on donor emission and acceptor absorption was
determined by discrete summation over the experimental data
products and also (in order to estimate the errors born of this
method) by numerical integration of functions fitted to the donor
and acceptor spectra, which yielded very similar results. The
refractive index n was taken to be 1.33, that of bulk water, as done
previously for the case of fluorescein.57 Inserting these values into
eq 8 yields a value of F0 = 31 ( 1 Å.
ki
2 is related to the relative orientation of the acceptor

absorption and ith-donor emission transition moments. The
lowest-energy singlet absorption and emission transitions in
naphthalene are polarized along the long axis of the molecule,
a 1Lb state in Pariser notation.

58 This was established in the late
1950s59�63 and has been supported by more recent experi-
mental64 and theoretical investigations.65,66 For cyanine dyes,
the π�π* transition moment lies along the in-plane long axis of
the molecule defined by the polymethyne chain.49,50,67�69 If the
donor or acceptor reorients rapidly within the lifetime of its
excited states, then the value of k2 for this system is 2/3;
otherwise, a range of values are obtained depending on the
relative donor�acceptor pair orientation.51,70 Several past stud-
ies on systems with cyanine dyes attached to ss- or ds-DNA via a
flexible 3- or 6-carbon tether have explored the attachment mode
of these dyes. Experiments have probed the activation energies
of the isomerization of free and tethered cyanine dyes,48,71 the
anisotropy of tethered dyes,46,57,69 and the modulation of FRET
efficiencies after varying the number of base pairs between
cyanine dyes attached to opposite ends of a DNA helix.49 The
emerging consensus is that cyanine dyes stack rigidly across the
terminal base pair of the DNA similar to the way an additional
base pair would.67 The dye is held in position by a combination of

hydrophobic and attractive electrostatic forces,7,57 and π�π
stacking, especially for purine bases.45 Hence, we calculate a
separate ki

2 value for each donor�acceptor pair such that the
specific geometric arrangement for each naphthalene donor
dipole and the acceptor dipole pair is preserved:

ki2 ¼ ½â 3 d̂ i � 3ðâ 3 r̂iÞðd̂ i 3 r̂iÞ�2 ð9Þ
Here, â and d̂i are unit vectors in the direction of the acceptor and ith
donor transition dipoles, respectively, and r̂i = rBi/ri is the unit vector
in the direction connecting the center of the acceptor dipole and the
center of the ith donor dipole, where ri= )rBi ) is the donor�acceptor
dipole separation as used in eq 7. These vectors are determined by
using atom positions, relative to a common origin, in the geometry-
optimized 40-donor complex from molecular simulations (see
Supporting Information). Figure 10 shows as an example the
calculated structure for a shorter 10-unit complex for ease of viewing.
Thus, the calculated ki

2 values obtained from this procedure reflect
the real structure of the complexes.
τD

rad was calculated from the experimentally determined
lifetime τD of the excited donor by use of τD = ηDτD

rad, where
ηD is the quantum yield of the boundNP donors (see Supporting
Information). Equation 7 realistically assumes that each NP on
the template has, on average, the same probability of being
excited. Subsequently, energy transfer causes a decay in the
excited-NP ensemble population, which leads to a nonrandom
distribution as donors close to the acceptor transfer their
excitation faster than those further away. The ensemble transfer
rate thus decreases with increasing time after excitation, as only
those excitations survive that are located far from acceptors.51,53

Hence, these effects cause a time dependence in the ensemble
transfer rate, as observed experimentally for these samples.
In order to obtain the simulated energy transfer dynamics for

the donor, eq 7 was evaluated at 0.02 ns intervals between 0 and
6 ns, by use of donor�acceptor distances derived from the rBi

vectors and ki
2 values evaluated from eq 9 (see Supporting

Information for a table of )rBi ) and ki
2 values). Donor de-

excitation curves were calculated for template lengths n ranging
between 10 and 40 with corresponding τD

rad values of 1.95�3.03
ns. The resulting curves are displayed in Figure 11b together with
the experimental data (Figure 11a). The calculated curves again
show stretched-exponential behavior; however, they appear to
show a much more pronounced dependence on template length
than the experimental curves. To allow comparison of numerical
values, we also fitted eq 5, with d = 0.6, to the simulated donor
decay curves. The values extracted for the energy transfer rate
constants, τ0

�1, are given in Table 1 together with those
previously determined from experimental data.
Table 1 and Figure 11 clearly show that the calculated transfer

rate, τ0,calc
�1, overestimates the experimental transfer rate,

τ0,exp
�1, for the shortest template length and underestimates it

Figure 11. (a) Experimental and (b) calculated energy transfer dy-
namics for complexes containing oligothymine templates of lengths
ranging from 10 to 40 bases. The calculated curves were extracted from a
model based on donor�acceptor distances obtained from the geome-
trically optimized structure of the assemblies shown in Figure 10.

Table 1. Experimental and Theoretical Energy Transfer Rate
Constantsa

no. of thymines τ0,exp
�1 (ns�1) τ0,calc

�1 (ns�1)

10 <10�3 0.281

20 <10�3 0.025

30 0.050 0.009

40 0.039 0.005
aObtained upon fitting eq 5 to the energy transfer dynamics shown in
Figure 11.
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for the longer template lengths. The former is understandable as
the model does not take into account the effect of disorder,
due to poorly formed assemblies, slowing energy transfer in the
assemblies, and hence τ0,calc

�1 is too high in particular for
the shorter (10�20 base) templates, for which such effects are
strong. However, one would expect experimental and simulated
values to converge for long template lengths, for which the
assemblies are expected to be fully formed and well-ordered.38

The point-dipole approximation incorporated into the F€orster
model may be inappropriate for the fraction of donor molecules
very near the acceptor molecule, as the donor�acceptor dis-
tances here become comparable to the extent of the excitations
themselves.52,72 However, such effects are likely to be insignif-
icant for the longer (40-base) templates, for which most donors
are far from the acceptor. Bimolecular processes such as exci-
ton�exciton annihilation have been shown to have an effect on
excitation transfer dynamics;73 however, the low laser fluence
used to excite the samples in our study means that such processes
are highly unlikely to occur. Most likely, excitation transfer
between donors along the direction of the template contributes
to energy transfer to the assembly end. Such donor homotransfer
of excitations has been observed and modeled for nontemplated,
hydrogen-bonded chiral assemblies of conjugated molecules,4,37

for which it was shown to depend strongly on the extent of order
in the assembly. Transfers of this kind may be either dominated
again by dipole�dipole coupling between transition moments
confined to individual donor chromophores74 or be of a semi-
coherent type, involving delocalization of excitations across more
than one donor molecule.37 Comparison between the simulated
and measured energy transfer rates (Table 1) suggests that for
the longer (n g 40) templated assemblies such effects become
increasingly significant and therefore need to be included inmore
comprehensive theoretical modeling.

’CONCLUSION

We have investigated energy transfer in a system comprising
naphthalene donor chromophores attached via hydrogen bond-
ing to a DNA template decorated with a Cy3.5 acceptor molecule
at one end. We find that the efficiency of energy transfer from
donor to acceptor depends intricately on temperature and
template length, both of which have a strong influence on the
extent to which the template is populated with an ordered
assembly of donors. Circular dichroism and donor lifetime data
show that the assemblies dissociate over a fairly narrow ((5 �C)
temperature range centered around 25 �C. Energy transfer rates
decline to zero over the same range as the temperature is raised,
indicating that ordered assembly is a prerequisite for energy
transfer. In addition, the energy transfer efficiency is found to
exhibit a complex dependence on template length, with transfer
rates increasing initially with template length toward an optimum
for n = 30 and then declining again toward n = 60. Modeling of
the transfer dynamics was carried out with the assumption that
F€orster transfer occurs between naphthalene donors and Cy3.5
acceptors, whose separations had been determined through
molecular modeling, and yielded simulated energy transfer
dynamics that are similar in shape to those experimentally
measured. The model overestimated real transfer rates at short
template lengths for which incomplete or disordered complex
assembly is present, which was not included in the model.
However, for long templates, the simulation underestimates
the measured transfer rates, most likely because the migration

of excitations along the donor assembly contributes significantly
to the overall energy transfer process to the end. These results
suggest that efficient energy transfer in excess of that expected
from simple F€orster calculations will be possible even for
relatively long DNA-templated assemblies of conjugated chro-
mophores. In summary, our study shows that energy transfer in
DNA-templated assemblies is influenced by a number of com-
plex factors. Adoption of these materials for nanoscale sensors
and wires thus requires an understanding of the processes that
lead to cooperative assembly and order and their influence on the
transfer of excitations within these systems.
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